
(GST380) 30-60
 6804-186 Lot of two steel sole bench 
planes. Both unmarked but look European, made 
of what looks like mahogany, and somewhat 
similar in style. 6-1/2” and 9-1/2” soles have steel 
plates screwed on, some pitting on both. Both 
have handmade brass buttons at toe. Larger 
one has cutter marked “Carantie” and crowns 
with initials R.G., smaller has similar crowns and 
initials J.K. on chip breaker.  Good (HEN155, 156) 
20-40
 6804-187 Lot of two Philadelphia maker 
groove planes. One by W.J. BARTON, screw 
arm, 4 star maker from 1830-40, with 1/4” cutter, 
significant chipping on tote, wear and staining, 
arms seem shortened. And one by ISRAEL 
WHITE, K mark but no initials inside it, wedge 
arm, tote has large chip, moderate wear to wood 
and staining, 1/4” cutter.  Good- (SMR6) 30-60
 6804-188 User made spill plane. Metal 
frame embedded in 14-1/2” x 2” wood body with 
tote from jointer plane attached at the top. 1” 
skewed cutter. Good (GAN5619) 20-40
 6804-189 Adjustable compass plane. 
Unmarked except for user stamps, beech body 
with 7” sole, 2” MOSELEY cutter, sliding boxwood 
adjustment on toe. Mild wear and a few age 
checks. Good (GAN) 20-40
 6804-190 Toothing coffin plane. Unmarked, 2” 
cutter slightly spalled and bent a bit at the top, user stamps. 
Chip on top at heel and wear at toe, some dinging.  Good 
(BDE26) 20-40
 6804-191 Lot of three small coachmaker’s 
rabbets. A 5/8” hollow and round pair plus one with a vee 
shaped sole but cutter is straight. Round plane has chip at 
heel.   Good- & better (GFR246) 20-40
 6804-192 Lot of two small planes. A coffin plane 
with 1-7/8” cutter, body looks like boxwood with replacement 
hardwood wedge. And a finger plane with 1-1/4” cutter held 
with screw inside 2” x 1” trapezoidal shaped body. Good- & 
better (DTN376) 10-20
 6804-193 Lot of four Philadelphia maker planes. 
Three coffin planes including 6-1/2” long one by JOHN 
VEIT, a 6” long one by GOLDSMITH, and 8” long one 
by JACOB HEISS (2 stars). Some wear and staining, 
Goldsmith has front throat replaced and chip in cheek 
where wedge meets. Plus a 9” long smoothing plane by 
FIELD & HARDIE (2 stars), wear and slightly 
spalled cutter.  Good- (SMR) 40-80
 6804-194 Lot of three hand saws. A 
DISSTON Acme 120 rip saw, 16” skewback, wear 
on wheatsheaf handle, sharpened a few times. A 
KEEN KUTTER illegible etch, 22” blade, 11 ppi, 
handle moderately worn with chipped top horn.  
And a Live Oak by NORVELL-SHAPLEIGH with 
Glover’s patent on medallion, 26” blade with 9 
ppi, metal lightly cleaned, wear and light chewing 
on handle.  Good (RRT870) 30-60
 6804-195 Lot of two mitre saws. One 
for STANLEY made by DISSTON, 30”, mild wear 
and some staining on handle. And one marked 
DISSTON-PORTER with 26” blade, good handle. 

Good (RRT871) 30-60
 6804-196 Lot of two saws. A DISSTON D-100 
with thumbhole, 26” blade with 4-1/2 ppi, good etch, top 
horn chipped and mild wear. And another 26” one, 6 ppi, 
unmarked, and someone did a good job replicating the 
thumbhole handle, a good user.  Good (RRT872) 30-60
 6804-197 Lot of two saws. A NORVELL 
SHAPLEIGH Diamond Edge adjustable back saw, 16” 
edge, patent daet 1/9/06 on backing, mild discoloration on 
wood. And a GEO H. BISHOP flooring saw with replaced 
non-adjustable handle, handle held with blacksmith made 
nails with washers, 18” blade clean.   (RRT873) -
 6804-198 Pad saw. Unsigned, nice rosewood 
handle may be relacquered, brass collar, 14” overall. Extra 
nice. Good+ (CBM39) 35-70
 6804-199 HENRY DISSTON & SONS stair saw. 
6” blade, clear stamp. Super clean. Good+ (CBM49) 40-80
 6804-200 Lot of five boxwood rules. An unmarked 
two-fold, two-foot, a few chips in edges. A No. 202 four-fold, 
two-foot by WITCO (Denmark) with light wear and hinges 
a little tight. Two four-fold, two-foot including a STANLEY 
No. 60 with quite a bit of tarnish on brass and staining, no 
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pins, and a C-S No. 78, brassbound, some fading but still 
legible. And a M.W. & CO. two-fold, one-foot caliper rule 
with staining and mild tarnish. Good- & better (VTD149) 
50-100
 6804-201 Lot of 5 four-fold, two-foot boxwood 
rules. Two by CHAPIN-STEPHENS, a No. 82 and No. 84. 
No. 84 is clean with ok pins and the No. 82 has staining 
and tarnish to brass, scales on inside still legible, no pins. A 
STANLEY No. 70, moderate wear, pins missing, a LUFKIN 
No. 751 with light wear and good pins, and a UNION No. 
84, slightly sprung with good pins. Good- & better (VTD130) 
35-70
 6804-202 LUFKIN No. 2062 combination level 
rule. Lufkin’s classic three-fold, two foot rule with level vial 
in the center section. Marked with Buck’s 1914 patent. Like 
new. Fine (DLY209) 75-150
 6804-203 Lot of three boxwood drafting rules. 
Two super clean 1 foot English rules by STANLEY and 
B.J. HALL & CO., and a triangular one marked J.W. SMITH 
COVENTRY with light wear and some pencil marks.  Good 
& better (WOL850) 40-80
 6804-204 J. RABONE & SONS boxwood rule. 
Four-fold, two-foot, marked 1934, a little worn on outside 
and slightly sprung but still clearly legible, has its face pins. 
Good (WOL) 35-70
 6804-205 Leg calipers. 3” long steel legs, 
unmarked, a little tarnish in one spot, work smoothly. Good 
(CAN194) 30-60
 6804-206 STANDARD TOOL combination square. 
Ornate combined square and center finder patented by 
O.R. Chaplin in 1866 and manufactured by Standard Tool 
Co.  This is the smaller model, 3-1/2” across the base, 
unmarked but unmistakable.  Mounted on a 6” Starrett rule, 
not original.  Very clean noting a tight crack in base. Good+ 
(TBI578) 80-150

 6804-207 JOHN S. RABONE & SONS 
metric rule. Early unnumbered Rabone rule, 
boxwood, four-fold, two-foot, fully brass bound, 
arched joint.  Exterior is ruled in inches and 
interior in centimeters.  Missing edge pin but has 
face pins, slightly sprung, moderate staining but 
fully legible. Good (JCI249) 60-120
 6804-208 Lot of gouges and chisels. 5 
BUCK BROS. gouges in 3/4”, 7/8”, 1-5/8”, 1-3/4”, 
1-7/8” sizes, outcannel. Plus two BUCK BROS. 
chisels, 3/4” and 2”. Plus a 1/2” mortise chisel 
by UNDERHILL and a 7/8” chisel that looks user 
made with burl handle. Most handles have wear 
and one is repaired with duct tape, but not much 
rust and edges clean.  Good (GRN72) 75-150
 6804-209 Lot of two mortise chisels. 
Both 3/8”, one marked PHILIP LAW, and other 
just has initial S. Law has round handle with a few 
tight cracks, other has very large chip in handle 
and brass collar. Edges ok. Good (MSV) 35-70
 6804-210 MILLERS FALLS No. 3034C 
chisel set. 1/4”, 1/2”, 3/4” and 1” sizes, red celluloid 
handles, inside white and clear plastic sleeve with 
some dirt on and cracking, some surface rust but 
edges ok. Good (RSH522) 40-80
 6804-211 HARGREAVES & CO. 
planemaker’s cheeking chisel. Skewed 1/2” edge, 
7” long total, brass collar. Wood handle lightly 

worn. Good (LDZ17) 25-50
 6804-212 ADDIS gouge. 1” end ground more 
flat on the inside, outcannel, bulbous handle good.  Good 
(CWL170) 25-50
 6804-213 Two sets of interchangeable gouges. 
One set of 8, 5/8” to 1-1/4” in widths, one has soldered 
repair at top. And a set of 11, 3/8” to 1-1/4” in widths. Some 
surface rust on both sets. Plus 3 handles, one straight and 
two curved.  Good (CWL196) 60-120
 6804-214 Lot of chisels. Four STANLEYs with 
flat black rubber handles, unused, and seven plastic 
handle types by STANLEY, MILLERS FALLS, FULLER, 
ESKILSTUNA, all bevel blades, various widths, nice and 
clean. Good+ & better (JCI244) 80-160
 6804-215 MILLERS FALLS No. 9 bench plane 
IOB . MF’s equivalent of the No. 4, Type 2 with cocobolo 
tote and knob, new old stock, a little surface rust on cap 
iron and cleanable schmutz on sole but otherwise dead 
mint, box intact with good label and original hardware store 
label. Fine (CBM118) 80-150
 6804-216 Lot of three SARGENT Hercules No. 
1409 bench planes IOB. Sargent introduced the Hercules 
line to compete with Stanley’s Foursquare for the DIY 
market.  This lot includes an original 1409 “Special” with 
plane lever cap and brown stained wood, mint with fully 
intact box with packing paper and label, a later model with 
black lacquered wood and stylized “S” on lever cap, near 
mint, box is intact but lid in pieces, and a “Golden Cutter” 
version introduced in 1950, some surface rust, box worn. 
Good & better (CBM155) 90-150
 6804-217 STANLEY No. 194 fibreboard beveling 
plane IOB. Japanning near complete, tote good with a few 
flakes of red paint, 6 blades included. Box label 85%, box is 
a little squished with split seam in lid fixed with scotch tape.  
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Good (KDL323) 35-70
 6804-218 Lot of two MARPLES mitre 
templates. A solid brass example in its original 
box with good label, and an earlier cast iron 
version with red japanning and “Marples” just 
barely visible.  Both 6” long. Good+ (CBM100) 
60-120
 6804-219 STANLEY No. 248A 
weatherstripping plane IOB. Includes both sets of 
rods and six (out of seven) cutters, loose in box.  
Plane is near mint with fully intact japanning, box 
worn with two split seams,  good Type 10 label. 
Good+ (CBM158) 80-160
 6804-220 STANLEY No. 140 rabbet and 
block plane IOB. Japanning 100%, some light 
surface rust, original screws, sweetheart cutter.  Box lid 
has split seams but intact Type 7 label, additional cutter 
included. Good+ (CBM79) 150-250
 6804-221 SARGENT & CO. No. 724 aluminum 
level. According to Don Rosebrook , this line of aluminum 
levels listed in Sargent’s 1922 catalog were likely made by 
Empire Level Co.  This one is marked “Pat Nov. 22”; the 
reference may be to Zieman’s 11/14/22 patent although the 
vial adjustment is simpler than the patent drawing.  Very 
clean, noting that four of the six glass covers are missing, 
in a fitted leather case, worn but intact. Good (GEARY) 
60-120
 6804-222 DISSTON & SONS reversible level No. 
0105. One of Disston’s less common levels, with vials on 
both edges and opposed plumbs so it works no matter 
which side is up.  Introduced in 1918, and apparently most 
carpenters were willing to take the extra five seconds to 
turn the level over as it’s pretty rare.  26” long, wood worn 
but without major damage, all vials wet, small hang hole. 
Good (TBI552) 100-200
 6804-223 STARRETT No. 98 machinist level. 12” 
base with shafting groove, rotating vial cover on main vial, 
cross level. Japanning complete, good vials, nickel bright 
and clean but with what looks like aluminum paint on the 
bottom half. Good (NW892) 60-100
 6804-224 L.L. DAVIS tall frame inclinometer. 
18”.  The good news - the webbing is intact and has about 
50% original gold highlighting.  The bad news - the dial is 
completely missing.  If you can find a tall frame dial you’re 
in business. Good- (GST20) 60-120
 6804-225 STANLEY No. 13 cast iron level. 
Shortest of the three levels Stanley produced based 
on William Nicholson’s 1860 patent.  Japanning nearly 
complete, good brass medallions with a small hole in the 
bottom plumb cover. Good (GST1) 80-150
 6804-226 Lot of four metal levels. L.S. 
STARRETT 9”, top mounted level vial with shafting 
groove; 12” WILLIAMSBURG MFG. CO.; two 
STANLEY No. 36, a 9” Type 1 and a 12” B casting 
type.  All vials good, japanning mixed, no breaks. 
Good & better (RRT1062,1064) 60-120
 6804-227 I & D SMALLWOOD bench 
level. 18” long, full brass top plate missing one 
screw, brass feet, hardwood, marked “1916” under 
the Smallwood mark. Good (WOL879) 40-80
 6804-228 STRATTON BROS. No. 10 
machinist’s level. Type 3, 10”, first type with pinned 

end caps. Polished and varnished but very clean. Good+ 
(DJG) 100-200
 6804-229 C.F. RICHARDSON sighting level. Nine 
inch level with sighting tube on top. Cross hairs still in 
place. Japanning and nickel plating mostly intact, rust on 
vial cover. Good (TBI480) 80-150
 6804-230 DAVIS LEVEL & TOOL No. 10 pedestal 
level. One of Davis’s rarer levels, never marked but clearly 
identified from catalogs.   This is the last version with 
rounded end caps rather than finials, 4” long, japanning 
50%, good original vial. Good+ (GST30) 80-150
 6804-231 NEW BRITAIN HARDWARE CO. bench 
level. These sheet metal cased levels, based on William 
Neidl’s 1916 patent, aren’t very impressive in appearance 
but they’re well made and pretty rare.  This is a very nice 
example of the 9” version (not pictured in Rosebrook). 
Good+ (JCI267) 80-150
 6804-232 Lot of small levels. Five clamp-ons: four 
by STANLEY, No. 40s, one with early style top plate and 
one marked “Stanley USA”, and two No. 41s with thin brass 
plate, one with broken clamp; and one unmarked solid 
brass.  Three hexagonal pocket levels:  two STANLEY 3” 
No. 31s, one like new and one dinged up, and a 3-1/2” 
STARRETT No. 132.  And a brass 2-1/2” with flat bottom, 
unmarked but probably English. All good vials, clamp on 
screws all look original. Good & better (JMC48) 90-180
 6804-233 Lot of two KEUFFEL & ESSER No. 
5703 sighting levels. One is marked with model number 
and very clean but missing its vial, the other is just marked 
by K&E, japanning about 80%, in original leather case, 
ragged but complete. Good (KDL1023) 60-120
 6804-234 Ultimatum style mortise gauge. Ebony 
and brass body, unmarked, stem locks with screw inside 
decorative brass inlay, points good. User name on round 
brass plated head, some wear. Good (HZA61) 50-100
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 6804-235 PHILLIPS PATENT mortise gauge. 
Based on Russell Phillips’ 1867 patent with dual sliding 
brass heads; this is the rosewood version with the sliding 
brass mortising bar; it has flat knurled locking screws with 
screwdriver slots.  Clearly marked with the patent date, 
which is uncommon. Good+ (CBM59) 100-200
 6804-236 Ultimatum style Sheffield mortise 
gauge. Ebony body, has partial Sheffield maker’s mark on 
square head, locking screw, good points. Light wear and 
dinging, user stamps. 1/2” chip on one corner of head. 
Good (SWR32) 40-80
 6804-237 Ultimatum style mortise gauge. Brass 
and ebony, round head, brass has tarnish, wood has quite 
a bit of dinging and cracks in head, points worn.  Good- 
(DEN56) 30-60
 6804-238 BUSHNELL mortise gauge. Rosewood 
stem and square head, brass locking thumbscrew on head 
and brass thumbscrew at end to adjust points. Wear to 
wood, points ok, user initials. Good (JCI528) 50-100
 6804-239 Slitting gauge. Unsigned but probably 
English, 10” rosewood stem, rosewood head with nice 
sapwood streak.  Unfortunately there’s a tight crack in the 
head, but if you don’t look at it too hard it’s a very attractive 
gauge with good sharp slitter. Good (CBM58) 40-80
 6804-240 Lot of two 6” bevels. A SOUTHINGTON 
Hold-Fast, brass has wear, wood ok, blade good. And a 
DISSTON No. 3 with near complete plating and light 

discoloration on blade.  Good (DEN152, 153) 
30-60
 6804-241 Brass trammel point set. 
Unsigned and user made although there are 
what looks like punched initials on one side.  
Rectangular bodies are 7/8” x 1-3/8” with rounded 
sides, 6-1/2” overall with fancy knurled locking 
screws.  Sheet brass keepers. On a keeper bar. 
Good+ (WFN28) 50-100
 6804-242 Nickel plated trammel point 
set. Unsigned and user made.  Nickel plated 

brass bodies, 1-1/2” x 1”.  Nice steel locking screws with 
machine-turned knurling.  Well shaped keepers.  On a 
keeper bar.  Nicely done. Good+ (WFN26) 60-100
 6804-243 Brass trammel points. Brass keystone 
shaped bodies with cutouts, 2-1/2” x 1-1/2” with steel 
knurled locking screws at top, brass keepers, 2-1/2” steel 
points with one fixed and other spring locked that rotates. 
Some tarnish but in overall decent shape. Good (NW909) 
50-100
 6804-244 Lot of two DISSTON measuring tools. A 
butt-locking sliding t-bevel, 10” blade, clean with traces of 
nickel plating. And a 6” try square, good japanning.  Good 
(JMC51) 50-100
 6804-245 KEEN KUTTER double stem marking 
gauge. Octogonal head with Keen Kutter mark, plus E.C. 
Simmons and Keen Kutter stamped on one stem, other 
stem is ruled, plating 80%, some surface rust.  Good 
(CAN125) 50-100
 6804-246 Lot of two STANLEY marking gauges. 
A No. 90, 75% plating, point missing. And No. 91, 80% 
plating, good points. Good- & better (KDL1020) 35-70
 6804-247 Ebony and brass shoe rule. One side 
has stamped brass strip with numbers from 15-33 and 
other side has numbers 2 to 14. One fixed point, other 
sliding. Some chips to wood, slight tarnish to brass.  Good 
(WOL897) 40-80

 6804-248 Lot of three SARGENT 
transitional planes. A No. 3412 and two No. 3415, 
all with proper cutters and lever caps, wood worn 
but no major damage, some spots of surface rust 
on cutters. No. 3412 has 70% japanning, others 
85%.  Good (DOR305) 40-80
 6804-249 PRATT & CO. tongue plane. 
Screw arm with open tote, faint mark on toe, cuts 
1/4” tongue. Has bone wear plates on majority 
of sole, screwed into the wood. Threads have 
chipping, tote has large chip off end, significant 
wear to top of toe, wedge may be replacement.   
Good- (RRT1053) 35-70
 6804-250 Core box plane. Roughly 6” 
sides, looks to be made of cherry, 1/2” cutter. 
Missing tote, fence holes through body, scratching 
and dinging. Good- (HEN143) 20-40
 6804-251 OHIO TOOL CO. moving 
filletster. F mark, no number, side boxed, fence 
has copper rings around screws, some age 
checks and light chewing of wedge. A small stain 
or two.  Good (JHE35) 30-60
 6804-252 Coachmaker’s rabbet. 
Unhandled beech body, 7” long sole compassed 
lengthwise, 1-1/8” skewed cutter, user stamps.  
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Good (HEN157) 15-30
 6804-253 GREENFIELD TOOL handled 
tongue and groove pair. Matched pair both 
marked 1/2” and No. 397 on heel, clean beech 
bodies, light wear. Good+ (JHE29) 40-80
 6804-254 Lot of two planes. A 
SANDUSKY jack rabbet with side attached 
handle, two nickers, 1-3/4” skewed cutter. Wedge 
chewed and repaired crack in tote. And an OHIO 
TOOL No. 92 nosing plane, double cutters are 
1-3/8” wide combined, light wear, good tote. 
Good- & better (DOR310) 40-80
 6804-255 D. COPELAND dado plane. 
B mark, thin fence with vee shaped nicker and 
1/8” skew cutter. Light wear but generally clean, 
nicker wedge looks to be missing its finial.  Good 
(DCR423) 15-30
 6804-256 JOSEPH WOODWELL & CO. 
No. 117 skew rabbet. A mark (2 stars) from this 
Pittsburgh maker, side boxed sole, 1-1/2” cutter, 
some dinging and user initials. Good (CSD9) 
20-40
 6804-257 BENSEN & CRANNELL case 
molding pair. Both fenced and cut 3/8” side round 
and hollow, both have same user name on toe and heel 
and number 764 on both heels as well as John A. Moody 
user stamp. Clean with light wear and heel dinging, nice 
sharp cutters.  Good (MDY134) 50-100
 6804-258 Lot of two single boxed ogee molding 
planes. One by P.M. PECKHAM (B mark, 2 stars), cuts 
1”, spring marked, some inactive worm. And a 5/8” one by 
D. COPELAND, also spring marked. Both have cracks in 
boxing. Good (MAH33, 37) 25-50
 6804-259 Lot of two double cutter nosing planes. 
One by SANDUSKY and also marked “The T. B. Ray Co.” 
inside a circle at heel, 1”. And a UNION FACTORY No. 
133, 1-1/2” size, staining at heel and light chewing at toe.  
Both have a few dings and age checks. Good (MAH28, 29) 
35-70
 6804-260 Matched sash ovolo pair. Right and 
left pair, unmarked, beech bodies with soles that curve 
lengthwise, 5/8” size. Some age checks, dinging and 
stains.  Good (PLH150X) 40-80
 6804-261 Lot of two breast drills. A MILLERS 
FALLS No. 112 single-speed, one of MF’s less common 
drills intended for light use, clean with nearly intact red 
enamel and decal on drive wheel; and an unmarked one by 
PECK, STOWE & WILCOX with Smith’s 1895 patent chuck 
marked with patent date, works smoothly. Good & better 
(CBM92) 60-120
 6804-262 Lot of three hand drills. Two by MILLERS 
FALLS, a No. 2AG and a No. 5 and a STANLEY No. 624, 
all in clean working condition with good paint (red paint on 
MF 2AG redone), all have bit compartments in handles 
and the MF 5 and Stanley each have bits (5 and 7).  A 
little surface rust, good rosewood handles on all. Good+ & 
better (CBM111) 60-120
 6804-263 STANLEY No. 993 corner brace. Wood 
fine, a little loss of paint on metal, works smoothly. Good+ 
(CBM128) 80-150
 6804-264 MILLERS FALLS No. 140 joist brace. 
One of MF’s least common braces, designed for tight 

spaces.   Good nickel and wood, but ratchet mechanism is 
sloppy. Good (CBM80) 60-120
 6804-265 W. PALSER JUNIOR plated Sheffield 
brace. Good beech brace with solid brass head and 
pushbutton chuck.  William Palser Jr. is an uncommon 
maker not listed in Reg Eaton’s book, but Ken Roberts’ 
“Some 19th Century English Woodworking Tools” has him 
working in Birmingham from 1846-65.  One screw missing 
from the brass on the reverse side. Good+ (CBM103) 
75-150
 6804-266 Lot of two Scottish braces. Both with 
hexagonal steel bodies, 9” sweep, lever action chucks and 
good lignum heads.  One is like new and marked “Garrick 
and Craig Glasgow”, the other has surface oxidation and 
is unsigned but works smoothly. Good & better (CBM112) 
60-120
 6804-267 Lot of four self-adjusting wrenches. A 
10” “Auto-Grip” manufactured by CLEVELAND WRENCH 
CO., a 9” example of LITTLE’S 1912 patent (Schulz # 
339) manufactured by LITTLES AUTOMATIC WRENCH 
CO. of Cresson, PA, a CROMNA No. S-3, manufactured 
in Sweden and marked with what is presumably a Swedish 
patent number, and an unmarked 9” model made of flat 
steel stock.  All work smoothly and in good or better 
condition. Good & better (MAG145,150,156,160.) 80-140
 6804-268 Lot of two pipe wrenches. A 14” 
STILLSON, manufactured by WALWORTH MFG CO., 
with a wooden handle and a notched wheel mounted on 
the end marked with a 2/14/99 patent date that we haven’t 
seen before.  And a 9” model based on COCHRAN’S 1908 
patent and marked “Model 1910.”  Both in decent clean 
working condition. Good+ (MAG149,165) 60-120
 6804-269 North East ignition wrench. At least 
that’s what it says on one of the parts.  Some type of 
adjustable ratchet with several different types of blades or 
points that can be inserted in it.  Made in India, probably not 
that old, and mint in its original wooden box. Fine (SAN254) 
20-40
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 6804-270 Quick adjust combination wrench. One 
side marked with W. & C. WYNN & CO mark and other side 
has mark that looks like “Nath Mills”, some surface rust, 
handle opens to allow jaw to quickly slide, has hammer on 
other side of jaws, pry bar on end of one handle.  Good 
(WOL896) 30-60
 6804-271 Lot of two plier type sawsets. A Keller’s 
Improved manufactured by CROISSANT & BRO. and 
marked with Keller’s 1872 patent, and a German set 
marked BARRANTO-FEIN with decorative surface casting. 
Fine (TBI600) 40-80
 6804-272 Lot of four wrenches. Two bicycle 
wrenches with jaws that are closed by turning the handle, 
an example of GENDRON’S 1892 patent with the 
“Diamond G” mark and an unmarked example with double 
jaws.  A 6” example of CARLL’S 1913 patent combination 
nut and pipe wrench with the reversible jaw (Schulz #568) 
as manufactured by M.W. ROBINSON of New York.  And 
an example of what appears to be WHEATON’S 1918 self-
closing faucet wrench although the marking is faint. Good 
& better (MAG155.161,162,163) 60-120
 6804-273 STANLEY No. 92 rabbet plane. Made 
in USA version. No nickel plating on adjustment knob and 
cap, rest has 80% plating but it looks like it’s had some 
water damage or been roughed up, some surface rust, 
throat ok. Good  (CWL246) 50-100
 6804-274 STANLEY Liberty Bell No. 122 block 
plane. Type 5 with vee marked cutter, good finish on wood, 
japanning nearly complete. Fine (CBM124) 60-120
 6804-275 ST. JAMES BAY TOOL CO. instrument 
maker’s plane. Brass, 3” compassed sole, marked 3/4” 
cutter.  The St. James company of Mesa, AZ, makes 
modern versions of classic planes and sells its products 
primarily through eBay. Good+ (CBM122) 60-120
 6804-276 HOBBIES No. 1 miniature plane IOB. 
The equivalent of a Stanley No. 101, 3-3/8 inch long, made 
by Hobbies Ltd. of Norfolk, England.  Plane is near mint, 

box worn but intact with good label. Fine (STA22) 
20-40
 6804-277 Lot of three knives. Two 
Swedish barrel knives with brass case and wood 
sheath by ESKILSTUNA, one with 2-1/2” blade, 
other with 3” blade, both blades sharp and brass 
cases marked with 1874 date, some staining and 
wear to wood. Plus handmade one with short 
curved blade made from a HYDE hacksaw blade 
with aluminum and wood handle. Good (HEN69) 
100-200
 6804-278 Miniature perfect handle 
screwdriver. Unmarked, 4”, cute as a bug. Fine 
(CBM134) 60-120

 6804-279 Surveying chain. Two brass handles, 
brass tally tags, looks to be about 100 links 8” in length. 
Mild surface rust.  Good (MKJ595) 50-100
 6804-280 Lot of glue pots. Small one 4” x 3” cast 
iron, mild surface rust. And larger one with removable inner 
pot, 6” x 4”, also with some surface rust. Both unmarked.  
Good (HEN85) 30-60
 6804-281 Brass doorknob. 2-1/4” wide knobs with 
stem between, both knobs have freemason symbol cast 
into them. One side is a little tarnished.  Good (DGO13) 
40-80
 6804-282 Lot of skeleton keys. 28 keys, most 
skeleton and a few are for tool chests, one skeleton key is 
brass. Inside cigar box.  Good (GRY) 40-80
 6804-283 Sugar nippers. Unmarked, 9” long, 
spring operated with locking hinge at one end and knob 
on side of one handle. Surface rust spots. Good (WOL647) 
30-60
 6804-284 Lot of three corkscrews. All look like 
they have rosewood handles, one smaller, 4” unmarked, 
and two slightly larger ones, 4-1/2” one by WILL & FINCK 
and 5” one by K&B MFG CO. Clean with light wear to wood.  
Good (WLS182) 30-60
 6804-285 Knife with sheath. Unsigned, 4” blade 
with 4-1/2” burl handle with ivory ring at the end, in a sheath 
of decoratively carved horn, brass band around the sheath 
has broken at solder joint. Good (DCR484) 50-100
 6804-286 Lot of two LOUIS MARX & CO toy 
planes. Two examples of the 3” long model of a bench 
plane by toymaker Marx. Metal and plastic.  One very clean 
with some rust on cutter and scrapes on knob, the other 
has some flaking. Good & better. (HNL445,450) 40-80
 6804-287 Lot of three STANLEY No. 20 try 
squares. 8”, 9”, and 10” sizes, some rust spots on blades, 
wear to handles and a couple stains. From the John and 
Janet Wells collection. Good (WLS153) 30-60

 6804-288 Lot of three STANLEY squares. 
A No. 10 with 8” sweetheart blade, and two No. 
2, 3” and 6” sizes, the 6” has a sweetheart mark 
and 3” has patent date mark. Light wear to all and 
some surface pitting on smallest one.  From the 
John and Janet Wells collection. Good (WLS155) 
50-100
 6804-289 Lot of two SOUTHINGTON 
HARDWARE “Hold-Fast” bevels. Two examples 
of the locking mechanism patented in 1915 and 
marketed by Southington, both with the less 
common rosewood handles.  One has 8” blade 
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and 5-1/2” handle, very clean, the other has a 6” 
blade with some surface rust and a 4-3/4” handle. 
Good & better (CBM62) 60-120
 6804-290 Lot of two protractor try 
squares. A SIMORE AUTOMATIC with aluminum 
handle made by SIMON & SKIDMORE of Santa 
Ana, CA. 6” unruled blade can be adjusted to 
various angles by pressing brass button, and 
has protractor angles on edge. Light wear and 
scratching. Plus one by BALLARD DROP FORGE CO. 
with protractor blade at bottom of handle that locks with 
lever set inside handle. 7” ruled blade has holes along 
edge. Some surface discoloration and rust, user initial on 
backside. Uncommon. Good (WLS194) 50-100
 6804-291 Lot of two STANLEY No. 24 combination 
try square and bevel. 4” and 8” sizes, both with Shelley’s 
patent date on handle and Stanley mark, rosewood handles 
have light wear. Some pitting on blades, more so on smaller 
one.  Good (PLH727) 100-200
 6804-292 Set of trammel points. User made, cast 
brass bodies, 1” x 1-1/4” with decorative scalloped edges 
and opening, knurled brass locking screws and steel points, 
3-3/4” overall. Fine (CBM43) 80-150
 6804-293 Lot of two 4” try squares. L.S. STARRET 
No. 4 combination square, japanning 85%.  And a STANLEY 
No. 14 adjustable try square, nickel plating 80%.  Good 
(LEE130) 40-80
 6804-294 Set of MILLER’S PATENT trammel 
points. Brass trammel points with 1” x 1-1/4” brass bodies, 
pierced with five holes.  Steel points, knurled locking nuts, 
and keepers.  One point is fixed, the other is held in a socket 
that was patented by George Miller of Detroit in 
1873 as an extension for drafting divider.  The 
body with the removable point is marked “Miller’s 
Patent” with the date.  Only the second one we’ve 
seen. Good+ (CBM42) 75-150
 6804-295 Set of trammel points. Square 
brass bodies, 1-1/2” x 1-1/4”, steel points and 
knurled brass locking screws, 7” overall.  One 
of the trammels has a mount for a pencil that 
extends 1” from the face. Good+ (CBM44) 70-140 
 6804-296 Lot of three hand scrapers. 
One by UNION, a GREENFIELD No. 262, and 
a DIKEMAN MFG CO. patented scraper. Union 
is the cleanest, other two have surface rust and 
some wear to handles. Good (RML46, 60, 212) 
30-60
 6804-297 Lot of two scrapers. One by 
E.C. ATKINS, 12” wide beech body with cast 
iron bracket with name cast into it, light wear. 
And one that looks manufactured but unmarked, 
also made of beech with single handle and cutter 
through it on an angle held with beech strip and 
screws. Both have surface rust on blades. Good 
(RML995, 99) 25-50
 6804-298 Lot of two E.C. ATKINS No. 
3 hand scrapers. One with marked cutter, both 
have wear to veneer on handles, 12 inches long.  
Good (CVR490, 507) 25-50
 6804-299 Coachmaker’s router. User 
made with decorative clover carvings and initials 
WJC inside circles, some tape residue on one 
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handle, a few gouges on underside. Good (RRT843) 30-60
 6804-300 Wooden spokeshave. Beech body 
with bone wear plate, sharp 1-1/2” edge, someone put a 
little orange paint on sides and ends of handles.  Good 
(CVR581) 10-20
 6804-301 J.E. CHILD stair rail shave. Beech body 
with 2-1/2” ogee cutter with steel wear plate on throat, 4” 
handles. Holes on right side for fence (not present). Light 
wear. A mark (1 star) from the 1850-1880 Providence, RI, 
maker. Good (JCI250) 35-70
 6804-302 SARGENT No. 1080PB combination 
plane IOB. Looks to have all parts, wood light worn, finish 
85% and some rust and tarnish mostly on depth stops 
and screws, 21 cutters in canvas roll. Pasteboard box has 
good label, some roughness on lid edges.  Good (KDL162) 
100-200
 6804-303 SARGENT No. 1080 combination 
plane. Wood has light wear, plating 90%. 22 cutters in 
brown canvas roll, original hinged wood fingerjointed box 
with leather handle, original instructions. Only big apology 
is one long rod seems too large to fit through the body and 
may be replacement.  Good (KDL161) 100-200
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 6804-304 STANLEY No. 45 combination plane 
IOB. Type 7B with B casting marks on fence and body, 
has both sets of rods, slitter, depth stops and 14 cutters 
in original wood box with traces of its label, plus 3 more 
cutters loose in the box. Plating 85%, wood has ight wear 
but no major damage. Fingerjointed box has 75% of Type 
5 label, no lid, some chips to edges and wear to lacquer. 
Good (CWL65) 100-200
 6804-305 CRAFTSMAN No. 5329 combination 
plane IOB. Looks to be made by Sargent, wood good 
with 85% plating, a few spots of surface rust, 22 cutters 
in canvas roll, has both sets of rods. Pasteboard box has 
wear on edges and faded label. Good (TWR16) 80-160
 6804-306 Lot of two STANLEY “two-tone” planes. 
An OH4 smoothing plane, grey and red, and an OH20 block 
plane, black and yellow. Both with 80-90% japanning, some 
surface rust spots, light wear to wood. Good (GRN71, 80) 
20-40
 6804-307 STANLEY No. 45 combination plane. 
Type 2, one cutter, wood has moderate dinging and some 
paint on knob, japanning 70%, missing one depth stop and 
wingnut. Good (LHD173) 50-100
 6804-308 STANLEY No. 46 dado plane. Type 3 
with depth stop attachment, no cutters, surface rust and 
japanning 70%, a few chips on tote and scratching to wood.  
Good (LHD177) 75-150
 6804-309 STANLEY No. 57 core box plane. Body 
is japanned but one set of extensions are nickel plated, 
replacement rod with no turnbuckle. Cutter has sweetheart 
mark, wood with moderate scratching and dinging. Surface 
rust spots on one extension.  Good- (RRT834) 75-150
 6804-310 STANLEY No. 50 light plow plane. Type 
1 with patent date on fence, japanning 70% and spots 
retouched, one cutter, missing depth stop wingnut.  Good- 
(LHD174) 35-70
 6804-311 STANLEY No. 41 Miller’s Patent. Type 

5 or 6, no filletster bed, fence has crack through 
front part, japanning 70% and some surface rust, 
tote has light wear and user name stamped in it. 
No cutter or slitter. Good- (CWL173) 75-150
 6804-312 STANLEY No. 46 dado plane with 
cutters. Type 3 or 4, has depth stop attachment, 
japanning 60%, wood has modreate dinging and 
wear. Some surface rust. 9 cutters in box with 
stamped “One cutter set for Plane No. 46” on 
outside of wood box.  Good (LHD171) 100-200
 6804-313 MAWHOOD SHEFFIELD mortise 
chisel. 3/4 inch marked on one side with name and 

1943 on other side. Nickel plating 80%, handle has some 
red stain near top, chewing at end. Small crack at base 
where it meets handle. Good (KGM248) 20-40
 6804-314 Lot of three chisels. Look handforged 
but one has partial stamp, two are 1-1/2” and one is 1-1/4”. 
Handles have strike rings and stains.  Good (LDZ42, 46, 
47) 35-70
 6804-315 Lot of four WINCHESTER chisels. 3/4”, 
two 1”, and a 1-1/2”, some surface rust spots but edges 
good, handles have a variety of wear. Good (DOR307) 
40-80
 6804-316 P.S. & W. corner chisel. 1” edges, user 
stamps, handle decent. Good (NW929) 25-50
 6804-317 Lot of two corner chisels. One unmarked 
with 1” edges and other by WITHERBY with 7/8” edges, 
both handles have cracks and chips with strike rings. 
Witherby has gold paint on one side.  Good (RPT114,115) 
30-60
 6804-318 LOT OF FOUR CHISELS.  Stanley 
Defiance No. 1221. All are 3/8”, need handles. Good 
(JCI246) 30-60
 6804-319 Lot of tools. Three scratch awls, one 
with bulbous cocobolo handle, a triangular scraper, an 
unmarked 1/8” chisel, and 5/8” gouge that has been ground 
flat into a chisel edge.  Good (MDY10, 309, 310, 319) 15-30
 6804-320 Lot of two boy’s tool chests. 17” x 11” 
x 3” wood box with most tools marked “Poland” with blue 
paint on many of the tools which include mallet, clamp, 
screwdrivers and auger bits, wrences, saw, level and mitre 
box. All in good shape with light wear. And an AMERICAN 
TOY & FURNITURE CO., Chicago, 18” x 10” x 3” blue 
metal box with decent label inside lid and about 15 or so 
tools, mostly wood but has a metal hammer, brace, block 
plane and spokeshave. Tools clean but blue paint on box 

has wear on edges with rust and traces of decal 
on front.  Good (RBN166, 170) 50-100
 6804-321 IRWIN drill bit display. 10” x 8” metal 
wall display with spring holders for sizes 1/4” to 
1”, some scratching to paint but would be a nice 
addition to any shop wall. Good (JMC111) 50-100
 6804-322 CARBORUNDUM tin store display. 
Trapeozidal 11” x 3” hollow red painted base with 
good 8” stone on top. Base made by SPILLER of 
Batavia, NY, and marked on bottom. Paint has a 
few scrapes and a couple stains but the “Step right 
up and sharpen your knife” logo is good on both 
sides.  Good (JMC112) 75-150
 6804-323 Set of four CRAFTSMAN bevel edge 
chisels IOB. Likely Stanley made, very clean and 
gently used with good edges, partial decals on 
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handles. Inside cellophane window box with wood 
pattern and sharpening instructions on backside.  
Good (JCI98) 40-80
 6804-324 Chinese ink line. Ebonized 
wood handcarved with floral decorations, about 7” 
long. Handle is rusty, no button on end of string, 
dried ink in the inkwell. Wear to wood finish at 
handle.  Good (JMC113) 40-80
 6804-325 STANLEY No. 905 tool 
chest. Made only in 1923 and contained 7 tools 
- hammer, plane, rule, screwdriver, pliers, chisel, 
and awl. Ths has all but the rule and awl, can’t 
guarantee what’s there is original. Outside wood 
has been refinished and stained light, inside still 
has original dark stain. Decal on inside lid 70% 
and sweetheart decal is 75% on outside lid. Crack 
through lid. Good (TWR23) 40-80
 6804-326 Lot of four molding planes. 
Two 1-1/2” hollows by THOMAS HOLT and G. E. 
ANDERSON, a 1-1/2” round by WETHERELL. 
Plus what looks ilke a side hollow by HIGGS. All 
clean with a few dings on heel and a stain or two. 
From the John and Janet Wells collection. Good 
(WLS201) 50-100
 6804-327 Lot of two rabbet planes. A 2” skew 
rabbet by DRYBURGH of N.E. Hope, Ontario, and a 1-3/4” 
ny UNION FACTORY. Both lightly cleaned with some 
dinging at heels. Good (TWR313) 25-50
 6804-328 BEWLEY skew rabbet. English Bewley, 
2” cutter, wedge a little chewed, stamped 18 on heel. 
Doesn’t have the typical circular escapement like most 
rabbets have. Good (HNL381) 15-30
 6804-329 Lot of four molding planes. Two side 
beads including a 1/2 inch by THOS. APPLETON (A mark) 
and 7/8 inch by JNO. M. BARKLEY with mark that looks 
like A mark but no end dot. A SANDUSKY quarter round 
(or casing molding with fence) with 54-3/4 stamped on 
toe, marked 7/8 on toe, couple of user stamps. And a 1 
inch ogee, spring marked, by L & IJ WHITE. All in decent 
shape with light wear, Barkley has several checks in body 
and chips in boxing and Appleton has chip in toe.  Good- & 
better (PTL90, 110, 111, 124) 25-50
 6804-330 Sash plane. Unmarked and looks 
European, made out of burl, initials A.P.S.P. stamped 
behind single cutter that cuts 1-1/8, 13” long. Some wear 
and chips on corners.  Good (JHE2) 25-50
 6804-331 Side round. Unmarked, 1-1/2” round, 
body shape looks European, 12” long, apprentice hole at 
toe. Some age checks, light wear. Good (DTN227) 20-40
 6804-332 Early European molding plane. 1-1/2” 
ogee-bevel, stamp of what looks like a man on a horse 
with initials E.G. on either side and 32mm stamped on 
heel, large number 20 carved ito left cheek, user name and 
initials stamped several times.  Good (JBN23) 
25-50
 6804-333 UNION FACTORY tongue and 
groove pair. Handled razee bodies with No. 176 
on heels, 3/4” size, light wear and staining.  Good 
(MAH10, 11) 30-60
 6804-334 Lot of two  Sheffield braces. 
Both unplated with pushbutton chucks.  One is by 
MATHIESON & SONS and marked “Warranted 

Socket”; the other is unsigned with user initials and ebony 
head with “Warranted Superior” brass medallion. Good 
(CDE) 40-80
 6804-335 Lot of two patented braces. NOBLES 
1865 patent with split-sleeve chuck held by sliding ring, 
9” sweep, rosewood head with chip from rim; and IVES 
5/7/72 patent, which is also marked 9/23/62 which was 
the date of Stackpole’s first patent, not sure what the 
relationship between the two is, also marked No. 10, 10” 
sweep, rosewood grip and cast iron head. Good & better 
(JCI92,108) 60-120
 6804-336 Combination screwdriver brace. 
Unsigned but looks manufactured.  The brace ends with 
a slot that holds a sliding bar with a screwdriver blade in 
the end and a sliding head that looks like it may have been 
intended for use as a washer cutter.  Very unusual. Good+ 
(CDE330) 40-80
 6804-337 BUCK BROS. crank neck gouges. 
Six gouges in sizes 3/16”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, and two are 1”. 
Handles have brass ferrules, some staining, and initials BT 
on most. Edges good. Good (CWL241) 100-200
 6804-338 Lot of spoon gouges. 10 total, 8 are by 
HERRING BROS, one by BARTON, one by H. TAYLOR. 
1/16” to 7/8”. Handles lightly worn, user initials BT on most. 
Good (CWL242) 100-200
 6804-339 Lot of glue dogs. Seven are 2” wide by 
WM JOHNSON INC., Newark, NJ. Plus five unmarked with 
three at 1-1/2” wide, one at 2” and one at 2-1/8”.  Good 
(CWL243) 50-100
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Both narrow types, mahogany with full brass end 
caps; nice and clean with original vials. Good+ 
(RRT) 60-120
 6804-346 Lot of four spokeshaves. 
Three STANLEYs, a No. 53, a No. 65 chamfer, 
and a No. 68 rabbet shave. Japanning 90-95%. 
Plus a convex by STEARNS with 85% japanning 
and some paint specks, cutter has surface rust.  
Good (RRT796) 40-80
 6804-347 Lot of two STANLEY No. 80 
cabinet scrapers. One with vee shaped mark on 
cutter holder, japanning retouched. And one made 
in England, white paint on handles, locking screw 
a replacement from a Sargent.  Good- & better 
(CVR318, 319) 25-50
 6804-348 Lot of two STANLEY No. 81 
cabinet scrapers. One with 80% nickel plating, 
some scratching on rosewood sole, vee mark on 
cutter. And one with 80% japanning, someone 
cut notches in cheek at the throat, replacement 
rosewood sole has some paint, nickel plated lever 

cap, sweetheart cutter.  Good- & better (CVR314, 316) 
35-70
 6804-349 Lot of two STANLEY No. 67 universal 
spokeshaves. One with sweetheart cutter and fence, other 
with patent date cutter and no fence. Plating 80% on both. 
Handles have light wear and dinging. Good (TWR306) 
50-100
 6804-350 Brass spokeshave. Gullwing style, 2” 
cutter marked L.& I.J. WHITE and held with washer and 
screw. Some mild dinging. Good (DEN91) 15-30
 6804-351 PRESTON patent reeder. Japanning 
75%, has fence, triple reed cutter, a couple numbers on the 
sole in white ink.  Good (RPT19) 40-80
 6804-352 STANLEY No. 83 cabinet scraper. 
Beech handles with a few scrapes, nickel plating 95%, 
roller ok. Has Atkins scraper blade.  Good (RML246) 30-60
 6804-353 STANLEY No. 80M cabinet scraper. 
Blue japanning near complete, no cutter, a few spots of 
surface rust on sole.  Good- (RML236) 25-50
 6804-354 Lot of two beaders. A STANLEY No. 
66 with good japanning and straight fence (nickel plated) 
with one cutter, and a WINDSOR beader, marked with two 
patent dates, moderate wear on ebonized wood especially 
on sole, one cutter ring, surface rust spots.  Good (RRT800) 
50-100
 6804-355 Lot of five brass shaves. Not a set as 
look to be different makers or user made, combination of 

flat and compassed soles, one has repurposed 
Stanley cutter.  Good (UNK) 20-40
 6804-356 Lot of two brass shaves. A 
miniature chamfer shave and a one handled 
convex shave. Both unmarked. Good (CAN193) 
20-40
 6804-357 PRESTON No. 1387 sash 
ovolo shave. 1” wide cutters, japanning 50%, 
some surface rust.  Good (RPT17) 35-70
 6804-358 Emmerich ECE wood mallet. 
Beech head with ash handle, minty clean.  Fine 
(JCI223) 30-60
 6804-359 Lot of two log marking 
hammers. One marks initials BC and other marks 

 6804-340 Lot of two STANLEY brass-bound 
levels. A 30” rosewood No. 96, early type with nailed on 
strips and laminated body, very clean noting a few chips at 
the end; and a 28” mahogany No. 93, very clean. Good & 
better (RRT1060) 60-120
 6804-341 WINCHESTER wooden level. 24”, 
marked WO-24IN and Winchester in vial plate, also has 
good paper label on top, original vials with green liquid, 
Disston-style grips, original finish with some wear to ends. 
Good+ (RRT) 50-100
 6804-342 HELB patent inclinometer. Patented 
and manufactured by Edward Helb of Railroad, PA, and 
often mistakenly identified as a “railroad level.”  This is the 
type with the porthole level and plumb vials.  All original, 
dial dark and hard to read, compass is missing its glass 
cover and needle. Good- (GST24) 60-120
 6804-343 DISSTON & MORSS No. 11 level. 28” 
laminated hardwood level with brass tips and Type 1 fancy 
engraved side view trim.  Laminations starting to separate 
slightly on bottom and missing bottom plumb cover. Good 
(RRT?) 60-120
 6804-344 STRATTON BROS. No. 10 machinist’s 
level. 18” long. The long versions of Stratton’s iconic brass-
bound rosewood levels are much less common than the 
shorter versions.  Mild overall dinging, corners slightly 
rounded, level vial may be a replacement. Good (RRT832) 
60-120
 6804-345 Lot of two brass bound levels. A 
STANLEY No. 1193, 30”; and a DISSTON & SONS 24”.  
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End of Auction

letter H with circle in middle, handles good, light surface 
rust. Good (GST426) 40-80
 6804-360 Lot of five hammers. One claw, two 
punch, one tack, and a metal working. Handles have wear 
and some paint, light surface rust. None marked.  Good 
(MSV51) 30-60
 6804-361 Strapped tack hammer. Unsigned, 
6” head with mild surface rust, very clean original 8-1/2” 
handle. Fine (GST160) 30-60
 6804-362 Filemaker’s hammer. Curved 6” handle, 
6” heavy metal head, surface rust.  Good (DRN23) 150-300
 6804-363 BRIDGEPORT HARDWARE crate 
hammer IOB. Plating near complete, has April 1914 patent 
on it, looks never used. Box has some splits and tears, no 
label. Good+ (NW1068) 30-60
 6804-364 Combination hammer drill. Looks 
German and marked DREWS SAXONY, nickel plated head 
unscrews and 4 bits in handle can be inserted and twisted 
with gear on handle. Pin to lock bits missing, some paint on 
handle. Good- (UNK) 30-60
 6804-365 Double claw hammer. Looks like a 
VOIGHT patent but can’t make out mark on head. Handle 
looks like old replacement, some pitting and surface rust on 
head.  Good (GST427) 50-100  
 6804-366 Lot of seven catalogs and guides. Four 
catalogs for CARBORUNDUM, WM. P. WALTER’S SONS, 
YANKEE TOOLS, and PIKE MFG. CO., and three user 
guides including one for NICHOLSON files, and two for 
CARBORUNDUM sharpening stones. All in gently used 
condition. From the John and Janet Wells collection. Good 
(WLS285) 50-100
 6804-367 Lot of six catalogs and guides. Four 
catalogs including a 1907 STANLEY No. 34, a 1914 
HENRY DISSTON , 1923 UNION TOOL CO., and 1924 
CALIFORNIA SAW WORKS No. 12. All with light to 
moderate wear, Disston has lower spine detached from 
pages. Plus two instruction books for SINGER portable 
electric sewing machines. From the John and Janet Wells 
collection. Good (WLS288) 60-120
 6804-368 Lot of four books. RICHARD 
MELHUISH No. 25 catalog from 1925, light wear on edges 
of cover, most pages ok, a few corners folded. Plus “Worms 
in Furniture and Structural Timber” by Girdwood (1927), 
“Practical Joinery and Carpentry” by Greenhalgh (1923), 
and “The AMATEUR MECHANIC’S WORKSHOP” 1872 
second edition. Amateur has some roughness at top of 
pages, others have light wear. Good (PLH752, 753, 756, 
757 ) 50-100
 6804-369 Lot of four STANLEY catalogs. An 
original No. 102 catalog from 1909, looks barely used with 
only one small ding on cover and a couple bent pages. 
Plus three No. 34 from 1936, 1939, and 1952 gently used 
with a little dirt on edges. From the John and Janet Wells 
collection. Good (WLS261, 286, 287) 75-150 
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 6804-370 Dealer’s lot of items in original 
packaging. A STANLEY No. 110 later model block plane 
and German 3185 block plane, clean. 3 boxes of files by 
DISSTON, SIMONDS, and KEEN KUTTER. JIM DANDY 
BLOW TORCH, STANDARD TWIST DRILLS, LUFKIN 
telescoping gauge and two Mezurall tapes, CRAFTSMAN 
and GENERAL butt gauges, STANLEY push drill bits, 
STARRETT micrometer, FULLER grinding wheels, and two 
CROWN TOOLS scraper blades. Most generally clean. 
Good (RBN261, 266, 251, 256,  257, 276, 352, 353) 50-100 
 6804-371 Dealer’s lot of wrenches. 11 small 
wrenches including pipe, bicycle, double end, and spoke 
nipple. Makers include DUDLY, STILSON, HIBBARD, 
HERCULES, LAKESIDE. Most fairly clean with a few spots 
of surface rust. Plus an EZ-LIFT jar opener and DUDLEY 
pliers.  Good (VTD) 50-100 
 6804-372 Dealer’s lot of rules. 13 total including 
STANLEY Nos. 66-1/2 (two). 66-3/4, 68, 72-1/2, 73-1/4, 
78-1/2, all boxwood with wear and some staining, and a No. 
90 ivory with some yellowing and missing pins. Plus two by 
LUFKIN, a No. 386 and No. 702, and a RABONE 1167. And 
two unmarked including a No. 69 likely by UPSON NUT.  
Good- & better (FNKvarious) 75-150
 6804-373 Dealer’s lot of wooden braces. Eight 
total, all unmarked and user made, most are pod types and 
there are some pods that need to be sorted, a couple have 
fixed bits. Mixed (CDE) 50-100 
 6804-374 Dealer’s lot of hollow augers. Both 
adjustable and non-adjustable types, most by STEARNS, 
some unmarked. All have spots of surface rust and/or wear 
to japanning, 11 total. Good (HAN749) 50-100
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